We define the generalized Wu-and Kosmulski-indices, allowing for general parameters of multiplication or exponentiation. We then present formulae for these generalized indices in a Lotkaian framework.
Introduction
The Hirsch-index (or h -index) is well known (Hirsch (2005) ) and defined to be the largest rank  rh such that all papers on ranks 1,..., r received at least r citations (here papers are ranked in decreasing order of the number of received citations).
Since the h -index can be applied to other source-item situations (other than source = paper and item = received citation) (see Egghe (2010) for a review on the h -index and other h -typeindices, up to (and including) 2008), we will henceforth use this more general source-item terminology.
There exist many papers describing advantages and disadvantages of the h -index (see again Egghe (2010) for a review). In this paper we discuss generalizations of two indices: the Wu-index (Wu (2010) ) and the Kosmulski-index (Kosmulski (2006) ).
The w -index of Wu (see Wu (2010) ) is defined as the largest rank  rw such that all sources on ranks 1,..., r all have at least 10w items. With this index, Wu wants to focus on the sources with many items (or in Wu's terminology: on the widely cited papers). Since the number 10 is rather arbitrary, we replace it by the parameter 1  a , thereby generalizing the w -index to the a w -index.
This index was already introduced in van Eck and Waltman (2008) . In the next section we prove a formula for the a w -index in the Lotkaian framework. Kosmulski (see Kosmulski (2006) ) is defined as the largest rank Wu (2010) and Kosmulski (2006) as an advantage, for calculatory reasons: a smaller list of papers in decreasing order of their received citations is needed.
In the third section we prove characterizations of the generalized Wu-and Kosmulski-indices As a corollary of results (1) and (2) We close this introductory section by repeating some results of Lotkaian informetrics that we need here. They can also be found in Egghe (2005) and Egghe and Rousseau (2006) (in which also a proof is given).
We consider the size-frequency function f , where
Here f is a decreasing power law (the law of Lotka) being the density of the sources with item-density j .
The total number T of sources equals (if 1
and the total number of items equals (if 2
From this it is clear that  , the average number of items per source, equals (if
Further, Lotka's law is equivalent with Zipf's law: The generalized Wu-index and Kosmulski-index 
, showing already that (11) and (12) are equivalent. Now, if 1
is the total number of sources with item density larger than or equal to n . Now replacing n by an yields the definition of the 
Proof: Using again (14) (with n replaced by a n ) in the previous proof, we have that 
Characterizations of the generalized Wu-index w a and the generalized Kosmulski-index h a
We have the following characterization of the generalized Wu-indices 
by (7), (9) and (10). In order to prove (17) 
But (15) yields 
Concluding remarks
The Wu-index and Kosmulski-index have been generalized using a general parameter a . We then proved formulae for these indices in a Lotkaian framework. Then these measures are characterized using the quotient of the average number of items per source in a certain r -core ( r = rank) (denoted r  ) and the overall average number of items per source.
As a corollary (for 1 a  ) we reproved the result of Jin et al. (2007) , characterizing the h -index as the unique index h such that  is the overall average number of items per source in the system (still supposing a Lotkaian framework).
In this connection we can make the following remarks. 
(this rank rm  exists due to the above argument and since 1 r  ).
m is a new impact measure and equals h in the Lotkaian framework with Lotka exponent 2   .
Final Remark: for the g -index (see Egghe (2006) ) result (26) (or (27)) is not true since, for the g -index, we use all items in all sources in the g -core (except, in the discrete case, possibly a few items in the source on rank rg  ).
